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Section S1. Theoretical derivation of inverse snapping
To reveal the origin of inverse snapping deformation, we quantitatively analyzed the deformation process. Here the length, width and thickness of the original hydrogel sheet in 20 °C water are set as l o , w o and h o , respectively. After initial curling deformation under external stimuli, the length and thickness of curled hydrogel sheet are set as l i and h i , respectively, and the widths for the HD and LD side are set as w i-H and w i-L , respectively, which can be represented by
where k i-H and k i-L are the transverse shrinkage ratio of HD and LD side after initial curling deformation, respectively. The transverse shrinkage ratio can be calculated by k i = (w o -w i )/w o , where w i is the width of the hydrogel sheet after deformation.
During the unrolling of curled hydrogel sheet in 20 °C water, the widths of HD and LD side, denoted as w H (t) and w L (t), respectively, can be represented as following
where a H and a L are the expansion rate of HD and LD side, respectively. The expansion rate can be calculated by a = v/w o , where v is transverse expansion velocity of the hydrogel sheet. Since the expansion of hydrogel sheet mainly depends on the swelling of PDMAEMA, the ratio of expansion rate between the HD and LD sides (a UV /a Non ) is regarded as a fixed value due to the fixed ratio of PDMAEMA content between two sides (which is confirmed by the experimental results in Fig. 5a ). Thus
where n is a constant. During the unrolling of the curled, the transverse bending angle can be calculated by θ(t) = (w UV (t) -w Non (t))/h(t), where h(t) is the thickness of the hydrogel sheet.
According to the discussion in the main text, only when θ(t) decrease to a small threshold value, the axial expansion stress/elastic energy can be released. Therefore, when the inverse snapping deformation occurs at the time of t i , resulting from the small bending angle θ(t i ) (Fig. 1c, 2b and S3d) as well as small thickness h(t i ) (~0.5 mm), the width of the hydrogel sheet for two sides are approximately equal. To simplify the model, the θ(t i ) is set as 0. Thus
From Eq. S1-S6, it can be obtained
To ensure the existence of accumulated axial expansion stress/elastic energy to induce the inverse snapping, the swelling of hydrogel along the longitudinal directions of LD side must not be saturated when the gel sheet unrolls. Since the initial bending of the gel sheet towards the HD side mainly inhibits the axial/longitudinal shrinkage of the HD side and has a minor effect on that of the LD side, the in-plane deformation of LD side at transverse and longitudinal direction is regarded to be identical. Here the time for the LD side reaching the saturated swelling is denoted as t s . It can be obtained
Thus, the key to inducing the inverse snapping is that
This is because that if t i ≥ t s , the accumulated axial expansion stress/elastic energy will be released in advance before the unrolling of curled hydrogel sheet so that the inverse snapping cannot occur.
According to Eq. S2, S4, S7 and S9, the key for inverse snapping is given as follows
Our theoretical derivation was carried out on one dimension without any preset limitations about hydrogel length and width. This indicates that the snapping deformation of hydrogels is solely determined by the dual gradient structures of the hydrogels and can occur for hydrogel sheets with arbitrary initial shapes ( fig. S4c and d ).
Section S2. Energy transformation during the inverse snapping
The prestored effective energy E * in curled hydrogel sheet used for propelling the inverse snapping deformation can be divided into two parts: namely elastic energy used to drive its snapping (denoted as E′) and the rest energy that drives its further gradual curling after snapping (denoted as E″); The release of E′ leads to the superfast inverse snapping deformation of hydrogel sheet, during which E′ is converted into both the kinetic energy of hydrogel sheet and the friction heat of hydrogel sheet with water. Thus
where Q′ is the heat associated with the friction of hydrogel sheet with water during the release of E′ and E k is the kinetic energy of hydrogel sheet, which is finally converted into the friction heat (denoted as Q k ). As the initial stimulating temperature increases, both the velocity and angle of bending deformation actuated by E′ increase (Fig. 2c and fig. S5 ), indicating the increase in Q′, E k and thus E′. The increase of E′ with initial T H can be attributed to the increase in initial bending angle. This is because that during the rolling of the curled hydrogel sheet in 20 °C water, the larger initial bending angel results in a larger relative axial expansion between HD side and LD side, leading to a larger in-plane axial compression at HD side of hydrogel sheet and thus larger accumulated elastic energy E′.
However, the E″ can only be released slowly to actuate the slow bending deformation. To simplify this process, the change in kinetic energy can be neglected, so the E″ is fully converted into the friction heat of hydrogel sheet with water (denoted as Q″). Thus
where Q * is the friction heat of hydrogel sheet with water during whole inverse snapping deformation. As the initial T H increases, the increase in bending angle of inverse snapping ( Fig. 2b and S5c) suggests the increase of Q * . Hence with initial T H rising, the increase in E k and Q * together
give rise to the increase in E * .
Section S3. Characterization of dual-gradient rGO/PAMAEMA hydrogel sheet
We used a combination of tools including SEM, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), XPS and Raman spectroscopy to characterize the dual-gradient structure of the rGO/PDMAEMA hydrogel. First, SEM image of the cross section of the hydrogel indicates a gradient of microstructures along the thickness direction, that is, a denser structure at the UV-exposed side of the hydrogel (Fig. 2b) . Second, CLSM was used to map the distribution of PDMAEMA and rGOs in the composite hydrogel ( fig. S2b-e) . Before imaging, two hydrogel samples were respectively immersed and stained by a dilute solution of sodium fluorescein (green fluorescence) and Rhodamine 6G (red fluorescence). As reported previously, negatively charged sodium fluorescein would preferentially bind to positively charged PDMAEMA through electrostatic interaction, while Rhodamine 6G molecules form complexes with rGOs due to π-π stacking. The distribution of green and red fluorescence in CLSM images of the cross section of the hydrogel indicates that the density of PDMAEMA chains exhibited a gradient, while rGOs distributed fairly uniformly along the gel thickness ( fig. S2d and e) . The observation of denser PDMAEMA at HD side than LD side is consistent with our results of SEM images (Fig. 2b , and S2b and c). We attribute the higher PDMAEMA density at the HD side to more free radicals generated by rGOs and hence faster initiation of the polymerization at the UV-exposed side. Third, Raman spectroscopy was used to assess the reduction degree of rGOs at both sides of the hydrogel, since the generation of free radicals by rGOs is associated with the reduction of rGOs upon UV irradiation. As shown in Raman spectra of the HD and LD side in fig S2f, the peak at 1344 cm -1 (D band) is associated with the graphene edge and defects, while the peak at 1598 cm -1 (G band) is characteristic of graphite-like structures (23). The intensity ratio of D to G bands (I D /I G ) can be used to determine the degree of order of carbon material. A higher value of I D /I G represents a higher graphitization degree and thus a higher reduction degree of rGOs. The I D /I G of 0.89 at HD side is lower than that of 1.05 at the LD side, indicating a higher degree of rGO reduction at the HD side than the LD side. The results further support the faster free radical generation and initiation of polymerization at the UV-exposed side. Fourth, XPS was used to determine the crosslinking density of the hydrogel. As shown in fig. S2f and g, the nitrogen content at HD side is similar to that of LD side, indicating a similar crosslinking degree for the HD side. Given a much higher chain density of PDMAEMA at HD side than LD side, we concluded that the HD side possesses a higher crosslinking density (i.e., number of crosslinking bonds per volume of the gel) than the LD side. The swelling ratio of the hydrogels was calculated as SR = W T /W d , where W T is the weight of the swollen hydrogel at a set temperature and W d is the weight of the corresponding dried hydrogels. The contraction degree (CD) of hydrogels was determined as CD = (W 100 -W t )/W 100 ×100%, where W 100 and W t are the weight of a hydrogel sample at 100% swelling ratio and intermediate state at a given time, respectively. Given the difficulty in determining the exact composition of different hydrogel regions (i.e., HD side v.s. LD side), it is challenging to quantify the exact swelling ratio of different crosslinking density in the composite hydrogel. We, therefore, prepared two homogeneous hydrogel sheets with high crosslinking density (that roughly represents the HD side) and low crosslinking density (that roughly represents the LD side) using thermo-polymerization and studied the time-dependent contraction of these model hydrogels. The homogeneous model hydrogels were prepared by adding a pre-determined amount of APS and TEMED into the GO/DMAEMA/MBA mixture solution to thermally initiate polymerization. For demonstration, the concentration of DMAEMA and MBA in precursor solution we used for the HD hydrogel was three times of that for LD hydrogel. We observed that such HD-side model hydrogel sheet exhibited a much higher contraction degree and contract rate than the LD-side model hydrogel sheet. Our fabrication strategy can be used to prepare rGO/PDMAEMA hydrogel sheet with patterned dual-gradient structure by introducing a photomask. In fig. S4a , the as-prepared hydrogel sheet consists of alternating black and brown stripes corresponding to UV exposed and non-exposed areas, respectively. When immersed in 60 °C water, the hydrogel sheet rolls up towards the HD side along an axis perpendicular to the UV-exposed stripes with dual-gradient structure (Fig. 2d, e and S4a) . Upon the immersion of the curled gel into 20 °C water, the gel rapidly snapped along axial direction parallel to the UV-exposed stripes, and then unrolled gradually. Therefore, the introducing of patterned structure can control axial direction of both initial deformation in high-temperature water and subsequent snapping in low-temperature water. The helix angles for both the initial curling and subsequent snapping are approximately equal to the absolute value of stripe angle ( fig. S4b) . 
